Digital
Carbonless

Carbonless paper designed for
dry toner/laser digital printing.
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Digital
Carbonless

Carbonless paper designed for
dry toner/laser digital printing.

Print customized forms.
The first and finest digital carbonless for printing multi-part forms on demand.
Features
We invented Digital Carbonless to make multi-part forms easy to produce on dry toner/laser printers and copiers. Today, continuing
innovations make our Digital Carbonless the best performing choice available, thanks to smooth runnability and superb imaging.
Performance vs. Competition
+ Quick imaging
+ Consistent toner adhesion
+ Less paper jams on duplex printing vs. competition
+ Half as many photoreceptor spots as competition which means less downtime to clean the machine

Single CFB

+ Superior lay flat versus the competition which minimizes paper jams and increases machine efficiencies
Advantages For Printers
+ Enables quick turnaround times

2 Part Straight/
Reverse

+ Expedites smaller jobs by eliminating outsourcing
+ Features crisp, durable imaging
+ Eliminates obsolete forms and reduces storage costs
+ Makes sequential numbering fast and easy
+ SFI® Certified means Nekoosa Carbonless is only obtained from sustainable sources

3 Part Straight

Advantages For Form Users
+ Features dark, crisp and durable imaging
+ Personalize forms with variable data

IMAGE
DARKENS

+ Maintain data collection through barcoding
+ Reduces inventory and storage costs by printing only as needed
+ Enhance brand value by printing a form with full color images
Nekoosa Bucks available in the following cartons:
8.5"x11" 2, 3 and 4-part R/S (W/C/P/G)

No, it’s not just magic!

3 Part Reverse

OVER TIME

How carbonless
really works ...
CF

CFB

CB

11"x17" 2, 3 and 4-part R/S (W/C/P/G)
* Other sizes are available, contact customer service or sales
to check availability
CB: COATED BACK CFB: COATED FRONT & BACK
CF: COATED FRONT

SRI

EASY PAPER LOADING
Our side-ream identification
(SRI) system eliminates costly
paper loading errors. A line of
arrows on the end of each ream
points to the print side of the
paper, ensuring proper loading.

PADDING ADHESIVE

Order #

Quarts

42284

Gallons

42285

SFI-00677
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